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ABSTRACT

Why Do Russian Firms Use Fixed-term and Agency Work Contracts?

This study looks into the use of fixed term contracts and agency work in Russia during and shortly after the crisis 2009-2010 with the help of an enterprise survey. The results of variance analysis show that the use of non-standard labour contracts is not uniform across sectors, size and skill requirements. Probit analysis reveals that the use of fixed term contracts also increases the likelihood of using agency work, but not the other way around. The increase of non-standard labour contracts increases the turnover on the labour market and contributes to an increase in dualisation, but may also help to prevent a larger increase in unemployment during crisis periods.
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Why Do Russian Firms Use Fixed-term and Agency Work Contracts?\(^3\)

by Larisa Smirnykh\(^4\) and Andreas Wörgötter\(^5\)

Introduction

There is a growing academic literature on the erosion of the standard work contract and the increasing importance of non-standard work contracts (Alda/Bellman, 2003; Brinkmann/Doerre/Roebenack, 2006; Keller/Seifert, 2007; Brehmer/Seifert, 2008; Neubäumer/Tretter, 2008; Kalleberg, 2009; Gensicke/Herzog-Stein/Seifert/Tschersich, 2010; Boeri, 2011).

In the academic literature the term „atypical employment“ usually refers to all work contracts, which significantly deviate from the normal work contract (Mückenberger, 1985). Consequently, employment is considered to be atypical if one of the following conditions does not apply: working full time, open-ended contract, fully covered by social security systems, and the identity of the work and employment relationship. (Keller/Seifert 2007; Destatis 2008). Typical atypical employment contracts are part-time contracts or labour leasing.

The extent of new forms of labour contracts in Russia increases permanently. Nowadays it can be already compared with such European countries as Germany, Greece, Estonia, Lithuania, Poland (Smirnykh, 2010). In other words, non-standard labour contracts are becoming more important for employees and employers in the Russian labour market.

The application of non-standard contracts by enterprises provides more flexibility compared with standard terms of employment. On the one hand, non-standard labour contracts allow employers to hire workers at lower costs (there are no costs of job separation) which helps decreasing the unemployment rate. On the other hand, the application of non-standard contracts by enterprises increases the instability of employment relations and the salary level, which may contribute to income inequality and dualisation.

Most studies investigate the consequences of non-standard labour contracts for workers in particular and the society in general (Boockmann/Hagen, 2006; Kvasnicka, 2008; Autor/Houseman, 2010; Karabchuk, 2012; Jahn, 2010; Jahn/Bentzen, 2012).

Only a few studies look into the motivation behind the employers’ demand for temporary contracts and labour leasing (Houseman 2001; Hagen/Boockmann, 2002; Booth/Dolado/Frank, 2002; Pfeifer, 2005; Portugal/Varejao, 2009; Jahn/Bentzen, 2010). Usually enterprises prefer to employ staff on the basis of fixed-term labour contracts than to use open–end contracts for meeting short-term workloads. Thus, the process of recruiting workers can proceed differently at enterprises using non-standard labour contracts compared with those which do not use such contracts, because of a wider range of choices. [possibly enter something on the relationship between standard- and non-standard...]

---
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labour contracts along the lines of on one side strict EPL restricting choice and on the other side dualisation reducing human capital accumulation, productivity growth and ...]

In the literature, several reasons have been identified that may render atypical employment profitable. If costs alone would be the only determinant of the choice of the type of labour contract used, then there would be only one or the other, but not standard and non-standard work contracts co-existing. If there are cost-advantages of non-standard work contracts (like the absence of job-termination costs), then companies would employ workers only on the basis of non-standard work contracts(Pfarr et. al., 2004). There must also be other considerations. Therefore it could be that uncertainty could also play a role. (Abraham, 1988; Milner/Pinker, 2001). If companies employ a highly specialised labour force and mainly work for volatile foreign and highly profitable demand then it could be that the availability of workers is more important than their costs.

[possibly introduce a para on Germany along lines of Hüfner, Klein, Wörgötter]

Firms can use atypical employment to adjust more efficiently to temporary demand fluctuations. If employers are uncertain about whether a rise in demand is temporary or permanent, they will be reluctant to increase the number of regular workers, relying instead on atypical workers until the economic outlook becomes more certain. By employing atypical work, firms may insulate their regular workforce from changing demand conditions. This insulation may help firms to reduce firing costs and save firm-specific human capital. It may also be used to obtain wage and work rule concessions from regular workers in exchange for greater employment security. Atypical work may be used in case of temporary absences of regular employees due to illness, holidays or child care leave. Firms may use flexible working contracts to screen prospective regular employees. The existence of specialised TWA workers may make it cost-effective for small- or medium-sized firms to hire atypical workers for particular tasks instead of hiring regular workers. Employers may be forced to use secondary workers if they are not able to fill vacancies at prevailing wages. Using TWA workers instead of permanent employees may be advantageous for firms in order to avoid paying social security contributions.

In our empirical analysis we will focus on the first three points mentioned which we consider the most important ones.

The uncertainty on the company’s final demand market generates an uncertainty about the demand for labour, which can be responded with more flexibility on the company level and a dualisation of the internal labour market in the company: demand shocks are absorbed by marginal workers in order to avoid laying off the incumbent labour force. For this approach to make sense it is necessary to be able to differentiate the labour contract according to the nature of the human capital of the worker. Workers with a very firm specific human capital are very costly to replace, while for workers with transferable human capital it may not be advantageous to stick with one employer.

A second source of uncertainty is the limited information available ex-ante about the productivity of the worker. The employer can find out more during the probation period, but the usual restriction on the length of the probation period may not be appropriate in all cases. Therefore an employer might prefer fixed term contracts in order to gain a full picture. In case the true productivity of the worker reflects the expectations of the employer and if there is no undue wage differentiation the worker might not refuse a non-standard labour contract if it is an entry ticket for a standard labour contract with sufficient probability. This way the matching fit can be increased and layoffs because of recruiting mistakes can be avoided.

Finally there is some fluctuation of the internal labour supply because of sickness, maternity leaves and other unforeseen absences. In these cases the replacement by temporary work contracts or
agency workers is preferable, because it avoids excess fluctuations of the labour force. For the hired worker with a non-standard labour contract there is also an advantage, as long as there is transparency about the non-availability of a standard labour contract.

Under ideal framework regulations workers with a non-standard labour contracts are young (before entering their first standard labour contract, do not cheat about their true productivity or have a high share of general education.

This study investigates at what kind of working places and in which branches (sectors) of the Russian economy the probability of employment on the basis of non-standard contracts is the highest. The reasons of Russian enterprises’ demand for non-standard employment are explored in this paper on the basis of the identification of determinants affecting the probability of non-standard labour contracts utilization in .

Questions to be answered are:

- Whether enterprises’ benefits from the utilization of non-standard labour contracts are different for small and large-scale enterprises and differ for branches and sectors of the economy
- Whether the employment level at enterprises, using non-standard labour contracts comparing it with enterprises which do not use such labour contracts increases or decreases. The answer for this question is interesting in particular for the crisis period of 2008-09, when the threat of employment termination and unemployment increased.

The paper is organised in five sections. The first section analyses the development of the volume and the dynamics of non-standard employment in Russia. The second section is devoted to the analysis of general factors at enterprises using non-standard labour contracts. The third section reviews staff differences at enterprises using non-standard labour contracts and at those which do not use them. The fourth section includes the analysis of determinants affecting the application of non-standard labour contracts by enterprises and explains reasons behind the demand for non-standard labour by Russian enterprises. The fifth section provides an analysis of the impact of non-standard labour contracts on the rates of recruiting, dismissal and employment.

Non-standard labour contracts in Russia

The present investigation shows that in the course of the financial crisis of 2009 and in its aftermath (2010) more than one third of Russian enterprises used non-standard labour contracts (Table 1). And in general, the share of enterprises with non-standard labour contracts was increasing by 3.2 percentage points between 2009 (39.9%) and 2010 (43.1%).

Furthermore, the utilization of non-standard labour contracts by enterprises was not uniform. Enterprises found fixed-term labour contracts more attractive than agency work. Thus the share of enterprises with fixed-term labour contracts in the total number of enterprises was in 2009-2010 much higher (37.4% and 39.8%) than the share of enterprises using agency work contracts (2.5% and 3.3%).

In Germany about as many (3%) enterprises use agency work, but much fewer enterprises (17%) use temporary work contracts (Hohendanner/Gerner 2010), (IAB, 2009).

The dynamics on non-standard work contracts in Russia is characterised by much faster growth of agency work (albeit from a much lower level) than fixed term contracts. In 2009 the number of enterprises using fixed-term labour contracts exceeded the number of enterprises with agency work.
contracts by 15 times though in 2010 this ratio decreased to 12 times. This reduction took place because of the significant increase of the number of enterprises using agency work contracts. The utilization of these contracts increased by 32% in 2010 compared with 2009 while the number of companies with fixed-term labour contracts increased by only 6%, although the number of contracts per company increased as well.

It can be expected that the outlined tendency will also remain in place in future as in 2011 enterprises planned to decrease the utilization of fixed-term labour contracts (with the share of companies using temporary work contracts falling to 31.5%) while at the same time increasing the utilization of agency work contracts (with the share of companies using agency work contracts going up to 3.9%), decreasing the ratio between these two types of non-standard labour contracts to 8, down from 15 and 12 in the preceding years.

Table 1. Non-standard labour contracts level in 2009-2010, %

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types of contracts</th>
<th>2009</th>
<th>2010 (10)%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Firms with fixed-term contracts</td>
<td>37.4</td>
<td>39.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share of employees with fixed-term contracts (basis: all firms)</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enterprises with agency work contracts</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share of employees with agency work contracts (basis: all firms)</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share of employees with agency work contracts (basis: firms with fixed-term contracts)</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>6.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share of firms hiring workers</td>
<td>84.1</td>
<td>87.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thereof share of firms with</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- fixed-term contracts</td>
<td>42.5</td>
<td>44.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- agency work contracts</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share hiring of employees (basis: all firms)</td>
<td>17.9</td>
<td>16.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share hiring of employees (basis: firms with fixed-term contracts)</td>
<td>21.1</td>
<td>19.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share hiring of employees (basis: firms with agency work contracts)</td>
<td>25.3</td>
<td>23.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Russian enterprises survey (RES) in 2010.

Summing up, the utilization of non-standard labour contracts increased at Russian enterprises in 2009-10, mostly due to the increase in the use of agency work contracts.

Together with the increasing number of enterprises using non-standard labour contracts, the number of employees recruited under the conditions of these contracts was growing as well. In 2009-10, the percentage of employees working on the basis of fixed-term labour contracts in the total number of employees was equal to 5-6% and this value for those working under the terms agency work contracts was equal to less than 1% (Table 1). In Germany the absolute numbers are similar, but the increase of non-standard work contracts is more evident for fixed term contracts. In 2010, more than 9 percent of all employees liable to social security in Germany are employed under fixed-term contract (Nielen and Schiersch, 2012). In 2000 this was only about 6 percent (Gundert and Hohendanner, 2011). About 2% of all employees in 2008 were agency workers (IAB, 2008).

The shares of employees with non-standard labour contracts are of course higher if only enterprises which use such contracts are considered. In 2010 the average percentage value of employees working under the conditions of fixed terms at enterprises using fixed-term labour contracts, was equal to 14% of the total number of employees. Enterprises using agency work contracts had 6.2% of employees of the general staff number working on the basis of these contracts. It therefore seems that

6. Data for the 10 months of current year.
there are fixed costs involved when using non-standard wage contracts. Consequently, companies either do not use such contracts or they use them more intensively.

The evolution over time for both types of non-standard labour contracts was significantly different in 2009-10. While in 2010 the share of employees working at enterprises on the basis of fixed-term labour contracts stayed about constant, the number of employees with agency work contracts increased from 5.1% to 6.2% (Table 1). Enterprises are planning to further increase the number of employees working on the basis of agency work contracts in future. Enterprises indicated plans to increase the employees share working on the basis of agency work contracts by 63% while at the same time decreasing the share of employees working with fixed-term labour contracts by 4%.

Theory and Hypotheses

Employment adjustments can occur in different ways. Firms have several options to react to demand-induced output fluctuation (Pfeifer, 2005). They can use either internal or (and) external forms of flexibility. Firms will normally make use of more than one instrument of adjustment. Each form can be subdivided into functional and numerical flexibility. Instruments of internal labour supply flexibility comprise working time flexibility (overtime, short-time work, flexible work schedules). Instruments of external labour supply flexibility contain employment adjustments (layoffs, hiring, fixed-term contracts). Functional instruments of internal flexibility (in-house transfers of employees, training and life-long learning) can help to adjust output to shocks without adjusting labour supply.

A literature survey on non-standard work contracts

The need for firms to react flexibly on demand fluctuations is discussed since long time (Brodsky, 1994). Companies facing large job-separation and hiring costs and a labour force with a significant share of company specific human capital prefer internal flexibility over external flexibility (Bellmann and Alda, 2004). Instruments used in this respect are functional flexibility, hours flexibility and wage flexibility. However, such forms of flexibility are limited. Wages and hours can vary only within the restrictions set by law and collective agreements, as well as technology specific aspects, which determine the fixed costs of a workplace. Therefore it is not surprising that employers use also external flexibility in the form of fixed term contracts to adjust to demand shocks Hagen (2003).

Once the possibilities of internal and functional flexibility are exhausted external flexibility measures (layoffs or hiring new employees) must be applied (Capelli and Neumark, 2001). Bellmann(2012) finds that before agency work is used all forms of hours flexibility are exploited. Laying off workers is associated with potentially hard to predict separation costs, especially if the job separation involves court proceedings. Temporary contracts and agency work come together with smaller adjustment costs than open-ended (standard) work contracts. According to probit estimates by Hagen and Bockmann (2002) demand fluctuations and employment protection legislation for standard work contracts are a significant factor influencing the demand for non-standard work contracts (temporary work contracts and agency work contracts).

Hypotheses about the demand for non-standard labour contracts

The following hypotheses are empirically investigated in the subsequent section:

1. Companies use non-standard work contracts for external flexibility in case of demand shocks. They prefer temporary contracts and agency work contracts to avoid the relatively high job-separation costs, which are coming together with hiring workers on open-ended contracts for temporary labour demand needs.
2. Companies prefer internal flexibility over external flexibility. They use external flexibility measures only once internal measures are exhausted. Therefore they use less external flexibility if there is more scope for internal flexibility.

Relative cost advantages play a role for determining the structure of the employed labour force. However, the relative wage costs of labour hired with a standard or non-standard contracts is not clear. On one side, the theory of compensating wage differentials (Reference) predicts that non-standard contracts are more expensive, because they have to compensate the lower security and job-protection on such jobs. On the other side, workers employed with non-standard contracts are usually less well organized and have less bargaining power, resulting in lower wages and fewer fringe benefits. Empirical studies find more evidence for a negative wage differential for workers employed with a non-standard contract (Booth, Francesconi and Frank (2002); Houseman, 2001; Hagen, 2002; Kwansicka und Werwatz, 2002, 2003)

A wage cost advantage of non-standard work contracts has however to be balanced against the advantages of higher efficiency wages paid for standard wage contracts, which reduce control costs and increase compliance and efforts of the worker.

Wage differentials could also be overcompensated by productivity differentials due to missing firm-specific human capital or the lack of commitment. Substitution of standard work contracts through non-standard work contracts is more likely for low productivity workplaces, for which effort and human capital play a less important role.

3. Companies demand non-standard work contracts if this reduces overall labour costs.
4. The demand for non-standard work contracts falls with rising firms specific human capital requirements.
5. The lower is the human capital of workers on standard contracts, the higher is the probability that they are replaced by workers with (cheaper) non-standard contracts.

Another explanation for the demand for non-standard work contracts is provided by the existence of an internal, dual labour market in the company. A dual labour market develops because of uncertainty about the demand for the output of the firm. For a profit-maximising company it is preferable to shelter its core workforce with standard contracts from hiring and firing fluctuations and absorb the fluctuations of its labour demand due to fluctuating demand for its output with a marginal labour force employed on non-standard work contracts. Non-standard labour contracts then act as a buffer.

The efficiency wage hypothesis has a different explanation for non-standard contracts: For workplaces and functions with difficult and costly monitoring a core work force with high wages and stable employment relationships develops, while for activities which can be easily monitored workers are employed with (cheaper) non-standard work contracts. (Saint-Paul, 1991, 1996).

Trade unions mainly have members belonging to the core workforce, which further supports the existence of an internal dual labour market as long as this does not erode the sustainability of the core work force because of substitution through the marginal work force working on non-standard contracts. This also explains why the local trade union in the company usually accept such initiatives from the management, although the central trade union opposes them in principle (Atkinson, 1987). In Germany the probability of non-standard contracts increases with the existence of a collective agreement (Keiser and Pfeiffer, 2000). The ambivalent influence of labour councils is also confirmed in empirical studies for Germany (Boockmann and Hagen, 2003; Dull and Ellguth, 1999).

6. Trade unions support the emergence of a stable core work force and are therefore not against an internal dual labour market with a marginal labour force employed on non-standard contracts as long as this does not threaten the existence of the core workforce.
Technological change and accompanying innovations have an influence on the structure of the workforce. On one side such innovations can simplify work and downgrade skill requirements (cashiers at the supermarket do not need to be able to count any more as a consequence of de-skilling technological change of the bar-code technology). On the other side innovations can also require higher qualifications (skill-biased technological change). If technical progress is weakening the position of unskilled workers in the firm then there might be pressure to accept switching to non-standard contracts.

Skill-biased innovations make monitoring more difficult and thereby favour the core work force and increase the scope for employing a marginal workforce on non-standard contracts.

7. Innovative firms employ are more likely to use non-standard contracts and employ more workers on non-standard contracts.

Also the geographical location of a company plays a role (Abraham and Taylor, 1996). Companies in urban areas are more likely to use non-standard labour contracts mainly because the supply of such workers is higher and costs are lower.

8. Companies in urban areas are more likely to employ workers on non-standard labour contracts.

Uncertainty about the productivity of a worker is also a motivation for non-standard work contracts. The choice of the right workforce is complicated by the principal-agent information asymmetries (Ichino and Muehleusser, 2004). Finding the right applicant for a post can also make use of probation periods, which however can be limited by labour regulations, as for instance in Russia, where the length of the probation period is limited to 6 months (Labor Code of RF, 2012). In such cases non-standard labour contracts could act as a circumvention of restrictions of the length of the probation period.

This issue could be more important for workforces and employers with high human capital requirements (Loh, 1994). This argument is however weakened if recent reforms of severance pay in Austria are introduced more widely.

9. Companies use non-standard work contracts as an extension of probation periods.

Another reason for demanding non-standard work contracts is the need to replace the unforeseen absence of members of the core workforce due to for example sickness or maternity leave (Abraham, 1988). In such cases it does not seem to be reasonable to hire a worker on a standard, open-ended contract, because the return of the absent worker would make a costly job termination process for one or the other necessary. Hagen und Boockmann (2002) find that temporary work is used to replace absence because of maternity leave, while agency work is usually replacing absence due to sick leave.

Several studies (Stephan, 1991; Schnabel and Stephan, 1993; Stephan, 1994; Barmby et al., 1995; Barmby and Stephan, 2000) confirm that besides the size of the labour force also the share of women contributes to an increase of absence. On the contrary, absence rates decline with the share of white collar workers and the level of education.

10. The higher is the share of women in a company, the higher is the likelihood of absence from work. Consequently, companies use temporary work to deal with such issues.

Data and methodology

Data used for the present study were obtained in the course of a Russian enterprises survey in 2010. The sample included 1 010 enterprises of six branches of the economy with more than 50 em-
ployees’. Those branches of the economy include mining operations, industry, construction, transport and communication, trade and finances. The data base obtained includes both the current (2010) and retrospective (2009) information covering enterprises’ main characteristics, which are subdivided into four groups. The first group includes factors characterizing the employment structure, employment gender and age and its demographic composition. The second includes factors showing enterprises’ position at the market (innovations and investments, organizational characteristics), their personnel policy (recruiting and dismissal share, vacancies, employees training, and employees’ managerial leaves without payment, partial employment, and reduction of wages). The third group includes factors of enterprise characteristics (enterprise age, ownership status, its size, branch of industry and the region of its location). And finally, the fourth group includes factors of enterprise’s external appraisal of present economic and institutional situation (changes in the course of time, labour legislation appraisal, assessments of factors creating obstacles and threats for enterprise activity).

This paper analyses two types of non-standard labour contracts, which are: general fixed-term contracts including all types of fixed-term contracts signed by an enterprise with an employee for a specified period of time and agency work contracts, i.e. when a labour contract for a specified period of time is signed by an employee and employment agency (a company supplying manpower to enterprises for a specified period of time).

The applied research procedure includes a descriptive analysis and estimates based on Probit models of binary choice. Moreover, a heterogeneity test (variance analysis) was carried out to gauge enterprises’ diversity by different factors (staff composition, employment conditions and remuneration of labour). Variance analysis is used to test the hypothesis whether the mean values for various characteristics of employers and employees differ between employers with different types of labour contracts.

The description of enterprises using non-standard contracts

In general, non-standard labour contracts are used by 40% of enterprises in Russian market. According to the survey of intentions this value will not decrease to less than 35% in the nearest future. Thus, most Russian enterprises, which use such contracts currently, will also do so in future. It can therefore be assumed that this is a group with relatively constant composition. Enterprises using non-standard labour contracts differ from others by branch, size and ownership.

The highest share of enterprises using fixed-term labour contracts belongs to the extractive sector (more than 50%), to manufacturing industry (45%) and to the construction sector (40%). Moreover, the share of employees with fixed-term labour contracts is highest in construction (25%) and trade (17%). Hence, construction is a sector where fixed-term labour contracts are not only more often used by enterprises but on average involve also more employees with such contracts per enterprise. It can be explained by the seasonal or project type of jobs carried out in this sector which results in fixed-term employment. Trade is affected by a seasonal factor as well. Furthermore, sales volumes depend on the customer demand which is changing with the business cycle. Recruiting employees for a specified period of time makes the adjustment to seasonal and cyclical fluctuation easier for an enterprise. The increasing use of non-standard labour contracts is difficult to reconcile with the widespread image of Russian practices on the labour market, as paying little respect to the rule of law.7

---

7 Especially the early years of transition from the Socialist system to a contract based, market economy system were plagued by severe deficiencies, like wage arrears, fraudulent diversion of pension or health contributions (see XYZ). During the recent crisis period enterprises instead used more standard mechanisms of reducing an employed excess supply of labour. It could very well be that this experience was quite expensive because of...
Contrary to Russia, in Germany non-standard labour contracts are mainly used in the services sector (Hohendanner, 2010). Until 2008 only 12.8% of all employees with temporary work contracts were employed in manufacturing industries, but 20.6% worked in market services and 36.5% in social services (health care, welfare, education, public administration, non-profit services. In 2008-2009 temporary work in these industries increased further and partly compensated the reduction of such work in manufacturing industries.

The branch distribution of enterprises using agency work contracts is rather different. In 2010 such kind of labour contracts was mostly used in transport and communication enterprises (5.1%), trade companies (4.3%) and in the manufacturing industry (3.8%). Moreover, the highest share of employees recruited under the terms of these contracts was found in the trade sector (7%). Thus, trade is a sector where on the one hand enterprises use agency work contracts more often and on the other hand recruit more employees on this basis. One of the explanations of this phenomenon is that trading companies often use a network structure and it helps them to recruit employees from national and regional labour markets for a fixed period of time.

16 % of all German firms in manufacturing industries use agency work contracts (IAB, 2009). 42% of all lease workers are employed in manufacturing industries (Bellmann, 2012).

However, not only the sector of economy but also the size, the ownership structure, the age of an enterprise matter for the utilization of non-standard labour contracts. In general, non-standard labour contracts are more often used by large-scale and middle-scale enterprises than by small companies and they are most found in state enterprises (state ownership at least 50%). There are two explanations for this: On the one hand, the choice of non-standard labour contracts is connected with restructuring processes which concern mostly old, large and middle scale enterprises which are still in state property. On the other hand, large and middle scale enterprises are very often characterized by overemployment which is inherited by them from Soviet times. If such firms have specific labour demands they hesitate to hire on standard labour contracts, because of higher separation costs. Mass layoffs are not an accessible option because of political pressures and high firing costs. These enterprises use fixed-term labour contracts and agency workers to react to demand fluctuations while maintaining profitability. Non-standard labour costs have the advantage of low separation costs and allow companies to restructure without immediately having to commit to long-term employment contracts.

The personnel structure of enterprises

Heterogeneity tests in the framework of variance analysis allows the identification of significant staff differences between enterprises using non-standard labour contracts from those which do not use them.

The applied variance analysis resulted in the rejection of homogeneity with respect to the form of the labour contract for types of workers, which can be easily substituted (less-skilled employees of prevalent professions, young people, preretirement or retirement age workers and employees of entry level jobs).

A significant heterogeneity of the staff was not confirmed for all types of labour contracts and worker or firm characteristics. Staff differences of enterprises using agency work contracts proved to be insignificant by the overwhelming majority of factors analyzed. On the one hand, the small number of enterprises using this type of contracts could distort the test results. As is generally known, small
groups are always more homogeneous comparing them with big ones. On the other hand, it could be that enterprises do not change the personnel structure by agency work procedures.

However, for companies with fixed term contracts significant heterogeneity can be found for a number of common characteristics. Enterprises with fixed-term labour contracts differ from others by employees’ age structure. A lower share (29%) of young workers employed at enterprises with fixed-term labour contracts than at enterprises with standard employment (32%). At the same time enterprises with fixed-term labour contracts had more employees of preretirement and retirement age (13%), i.e. older than 56, than other enterprises (9%). Thus, enterprises with fixed-term labour contracts employed significantly more aged and less young employees than enterprises using only standard labour contracts. It is logical that the share of employees with a length of service of less than 1 year (19%) was higher at enterprises with fixed-term labour contracts than at those which did not use them (16%).

Age and personnel experience structure at enterprises using agency work contracts did not significantly differ from other enterprises. All age and length of service groups were proportionally identical to those of other Russian enterprises.

Another significantly different factor concerns the level of education. It is widely known (Lancker, 2012; Casquel and Cunyat, 2011), that non-standard labour contracts are mostly used for less qualified employees, who are more often recruited for relatively simple operations and (or) for supporting work functions and occupy mostly entry level jobs, etc. Thus, we expect that enterprises with non-standard labour contracts employ more low-qualified employees than other enterprises where the job pattern demands a higher level of education and (or) on-the-job training.

This hypothesis is confirmed by results of the variance analysis. At enterprises with fixed-term labour contracts the number of low-qualified employees with only general secondary education (including incomplete secondary education) was higher (16%) comparing it with other enterprises (10%). At the same time enterprises with fixed-term labour contracts had less employees with higher education (40%) comparing it with enterprises not using such kind of contracts (45%).

The level of education is closely connected with an employee’s occupation at an enterprise. We distinguish (according to the questionnaire data) three occupation levels. They included factory (office) workers carrying out simple works, specialists and managers. We expect that the share of employees recruited for jobs with low skill requirements should be higher at enterprises with non-standard labour contracts. At the same time low-qualified jobs will be presented by a relatively lower volume at all other enterprises. The results obtained have confirmed the given supposition. Enterprises with fixed-term labour contracts possessed a higher percentage value of workers (56%) but a lower value of specialists with higher education (29%) than it was observed at other enterprises not using fixed-term labour contracts (49% an 34% accordingly).

There were no significant differences of qualification levels and profession-occupation structures found for enterprises with agency work contracts and other enterprises. Enterprises with agency work contracts did not differ from other enterprises by these features. Again, this could be the case because of the still low number of enterprises using agency work contracts.

The next factor which characterized the difference of enterprises with non-standard labour contracts from other enterprises was a gender structure. It is generally known, that in Russia “fixed-term employment was more characteristic for men than for women” (Gimpelson and Kapelushnikov, 2006). The results of the present analysis also provide the indirect confirmation of this hypothesis. The percentage value of women at enterprises with fixed-term labour contracts is significantly lower (39%)
than at other enterprises (42%). This allows the conclusion that the opportunity of fix-term employment at enterprises with fix-term labour contracts was less widespread for women than for men. One exception is the group of women of retirement age, who are significantly more employed in enterprises with fixed term contracts (22%) than other enterprises (18%). Thus, fixed-term labour contracts at enterprises were with a higher probability applied either to men or to women with an above retirement age.

Enterprises using agency work contracts have a different employee’s gender structure. The percentage value of women at these enterprises was in general similar to that of other enterprises but differing from them by age structure. Enterprises with agency work contracts employed more young women of under 30 (42%), than other enterprises (30%). The enterprise workforce heterogeneity by women age structure was most apparent for a category of workers: low-qualified women hired into simple unskilled jobs at the very low occupational level.

On the one hand, the larger share of young women employed on the basis of agency work contracts can be explained by double obligations with housekeeping and children that makes this kind of employment relatively attractive allowing them to have a flexible job schedule. On the other hand, we have no evidence that women voluntarily choose this type of employment. Enterprises may hesitate to employ young women on standard work contracts, because of the risk of costs associated with pregnancy and child caring obligations.

Furthermore, the high level of young women employed at enterprises using agency work contracts (42%) can also be explained by their majority in trade and service sectors that include most of enterprises with agency work contracts. Many young women are employed in retail trade, which is the sector with an above average use of agency work contracts.

Non-standard labour contracts determinants

A Probit analysis was performed to determine reasons which characterize differences between enterprises using non-standard labour contracts. On the one hand, this analysis should determine what appears to make the use of non-standard contracts more likely. On the other hand, these factors can illustrate requirements and capabilities of enterprises to increase their flexibility on the domestic labour market.

Note that all estimated coefficients presented in the following are informative only with regard to the sign and statistical significance of the effects, but not with regard to the magnitudes.

Moreover, we want to find out whether the two types of non-standard labour contracts (fixed term work and agency work) perform either as substitutes or as complements. As all types of non-standard labour contracts are limited in time, i.e. they actually appear as fixed-term contracts, they may bring similar costs and benefits for enterprises, which use such contracts. If from the point of enterprise view benefits and costs are similar for each type of labour contract, it is equally likely that an enterprise uses either contract and therefore one type of non-standard labour contract can be substituted by another. In this case, it does not make any difference for enterprises what type of non-standard labour contract to use and then these contracts perform as substitutes.

However, in the case of differences in user benefits and costs for some types of non-standard labour contracts it can be expected that enterprises will use specified types of non-standard labour contracts to solve different problems. Thereupon the two types of non-standard labour contracts can complement each other with respect to enterprise objectives.
If non-standard labour contracts perform as complements, the utilization of what type of non-standard labour contract will increase the probability of other type’s utilization. Will this connection between non-standard labour contracts be unilateral or bilateral? In particular, if it is possible to assume that the utilization of fixed-term labour contracts will increase the probability of agency work contracts application and vice versa.

The Probit analysis results demonstrate that the utilization of fixed-term labour contracts and agency work contracts have both similarities and differences (Tables 2 and 3).

### Table 2. Fixed-term labour contracts determinants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicators</th>
<th>Probit</th>
<th>Coef.</th>
<th>Std. Err.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Agency work contracts</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The proportion of women</td>
<td>-0.98***</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changes in organizational structure (1=yes)</td>
<td>0.31**</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The number of applied organizational technology</td>
<td>0.09**</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The size of the enterprise (101-250)</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The size of the enterprise (251-500)</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The size of the enterprise (501-1000)</td>
<td>0.46*</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The size of the enterprise (&gt;1001)</td>
<td>0.91***</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innovation in 2009-2010 (1=yes)</td>
<td>0.31**</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minor investments</td>
<td>-0.23</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Major investments</td>
<td>-0.15</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The principle of the formation of structural subdivisions = product (service)</td>
<td>-0.27**</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical and technological level (1=very low; 5=high)</td>
<td>-0.12**</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>There are trade unions</td>
<td>0.31*</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The size of the town (500 000-1 million residents)</td>
<td>0.34**</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The size of the town (100 000-500 000)</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The size of the town (&lt;100 000)</td>
<td>0.45*</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mining</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction</td>
<td>-0.08</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trade</td>
<td>-0.36*</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transport and communications</td>
<td>-0.36*</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finance</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>-0.15</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pseudo R2</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.17</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: Levels of significance: * - 10%; ** - 5%; *** - 1%.*

The general property of these two types of non-standard labour contracts is their frequent simultaneous utilization at the same enterprises and in the same sectors of economy. In particular, both types of non-standard labour contracts are more often used at middle and large-scale industrial enterprises which as a rule are relatively old. These enterprises are very often characterized by staff redundancy and usually need restructuring and modernization.

### Table 3. Determinants of agency work contracts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicators</th>
<th>Probit</th>
<th>Coef.</th>
<th>Std. Err.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pseudo R2</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.17</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
It was also determined that if enterprises already use fixed-term labour contracts there is a significant probability that they will use agency work contracts as well. This cannot be applied to agency work contracts. The utilization of these contracts does not increase the probability of fixed-term labour contracts application. Thus, it is likely that agency work contracts appear as complements to fixed-term labour contracts and the relationship between these two types of non-standard labour contracts appears to be complementary.

It may be explained by the difference of benefits obtained by enterprises from each type of non-standard labour contracts. Moreover, to be more precise we may speak about costs savings which will be different when using two types of these contracts. If fixed-term labour contracts allow an enterprise to realize “point” saving by transferring some employees’ jobs under the conditions of fixed-term labour contracts, agency work contracts provide a possibility for an enterprise to obtain “mass” saving, i.e. to decrease costs owing to the larger quantity of employees, transferring some departments and business units under the conditions of agency work contracts.

At the same time the utilization of non-standard labour contracts by enterprises has its own differences. They lie in the differences of the application of non-standard labour contracts with respect to sectors of the economy and types of enterprises. For example, fixed-term labour contracts were more often used in extractive and construction sectors of economy and agency work contracts were more typical for transport, communication and trade sectors. At the same time transport, communication and trade sectors which used agency work contracts quite often had a low probability of fixed-term labour contracts utilization for their employees. Moreover, if enterprises operated on the basis of labour specialization by types of products, i.e. typical for commercial companies, they used less fixed-term labour contracts but more often used agency work contracts.

The next difference is that fixed-term labour contracts are more often used by large-scale enterprises (more than 500 people) but agency work contracts were more typical for middle-scale enterprises (from 100 up to 500 people). Though, in general enterprise size and the probability of both

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fixed-term contract</th>
<th>0.01***</th>
<th>0.00</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Technical and technological level (1=very low; 5=high)</td>
<td>0.28**</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outsourcing is not the main activity in 2009</td>
<td>0.97***</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A good financial situation in 2010</td>
<td>0.61**</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improving the financial situation in 2010 relative to 2009</td>
<td>-0.63**</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The size of the enterprise (&lt;100 workers=1)</td>
<td>-0.65**</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIS Market</td>
<td>0.64**</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age of enterprise</td>
<td>0.01*</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The size of the town (500 000-1 million residents)</td>
<td>-0.30</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The size of the town (100 000—500 000)</td>
<td>-0.33</td>
<td>0.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The size of the town (&lt;100 000)</td>
<td>-0.22</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regions (Moscow, Saint-Petersburg=1)</td>
<td>-0.15</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industry</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trade</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transport and communications</td>
<td>0.74*</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finance</td>
<td>-0.27</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>-4.01***</td>
<td>0.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>721</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pseudo R2</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.31</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: Levels of significance: * - 10%; ** - 5%; *** - 1%.*
types of non-standard labour contracts go hand in hand. We expect that the utilization of non-standard labour contracts at enterprises accompanied their restructuring processes.

As the utilization of fixed-term labour contracts was found to be affected by enterprise size, they were very often associated with trade unions presence. Large-scale enterprises have more numerous and powerful trade unions. Since fixed-term labour contracts were more often used at large-scale enterprises so they were mostly enterprises with active trade unions.

At the same time, it can also be explained in a different way. On the one hand, trade unions always opposed the utilization of agency work labour contracts and were less hostile to fixed-term labour contracts as the latter did not “destroy” the traditional employment relationship between employers and employees. On the other hand, fixed-term labour contracts provided a possibility for trade unions to protect incumbent employees (and trade union members) from dismissal. Thus the subdivision of employees into insiders (with standard labour contracts) and outsiders (with fixed-term labour contracts) was in complete correspondence with trade unions policy to protect their members. In line with all these observations the share of fixed –a term labour contract at enterprises with trade unions was found to be rather high.

The utilization of non-standard labour contracts differs also by ownership. Both types of non-standard labour contracts were more often used at state enterprises. However, they were also quite often used at enterprises of other types of property. So, fixed-term labour contracts were mostly used at private enterprises with foreign capital and agency work contracts at private Russian enterprises.

Enterprises age factor also plays a role. Enterprises with fixed-term labour contracts are older than those using agency work contracts. And this is quite reasonable. On the one hand, the oldest enterprises in Russian market are mostly large-scale state-owned enterprises which more often use fixed-term labour contracts. On the other hand, fixed-term labour contracts started to be used by enterprises much earlier than agency work contracts. The latter appeared in Russian labour market in the mid 1990’s and started to be used by Russian enterprises only at the end of the 1990’s. Earlier, agency work contracts were used only by enterprises with foreign capital. Most of Russian private enterprises were established after the emergence of agency work contracts into Russian market. Thus, enterprises with agency work contracts proved to be on average younger than those with fixed-term labour contracts.

At the same time, organizational and financial-economic factors also affected positively the utilization probability of fixed-term labour contracts by enterprises. Thus, corporate restructuring was more intensive and frequent at enterprises with fixed-term labour contracts. And in particular, it included the change of the organizational structure; business processes restructuring, benchmarking operations, the development of employees’ career plans, etc.

Moreover, different kinds of innovations were also realized at enterprises with fixed-term labour contracts (Table 2). Technological advancements, new types of product development, research and development activities were performed at these enterprises. All these processes in the course of time made it necessary either to decrease the number of employees or to increase the flexibility of their employment making some part of the staff to work on a fixed-term contract basis.

On the one hand, both non-standard labour contracts corresponded to the general enterprise strategy of cost decrease. On the other hand, enterprises preferred only one of two strategies that is a flexible labour force. It is likely that the high costs of dismissal provides incentives for firms to use more flexible employment contracts (Gimpelson, Kapelushnikov, 2006).
Therefore, the stability of employment relation decreased alongside with some employees having to accept more flexible work contracts, which improves conditions for employees selection. Thus, in the course of restructuring only the most productive employees continued to work at these enterprises.

At the same time if enterprises had a more advanced level of technology and engineering comparing it with the average branch level, *i.e.* possessed advanced, more productive modern equipment and facilities, etc., they used fixed-term labour contracts with less probability (Table 2). On the contrary, they used agency work contracts more often (Table 3).

Probably this type of enterprises included monopolies, transport and communication enterprises and (or) enterprises of large trade networks. Their financial status was relatively stable in 2010 comparing it with other enterprises and they operated on CIS markets. They used agency work contracts for their cost savings. The demand for such kind of labour contracts increased during periods of economic crisis. However, with the improvement of the financial status of an enterprises (in 2010 comparing it with 2009), the demand for agency work contracts decreased again.

If enterprises used outsourcing, they usually recruited employees on the basis of agency work contracts (Table 3). However, it also happens that employees are transferred to outsourcing, especially in large restructuring holding companies, which establish small “competence pools” in order to establish an internal labour market.\(^8\) Such phenomena point at the perceived restrictiveness of the Russian labour code together with a broader implementation of existing regulation. In other words, a broadening “rule of law” makes restrictions in existing legislation more binding and therefore provides incentives to find legal ways around these restrictions.

Fixed-term labour contracts and agency work contracts also differ in terms of gender. The number of women at enterprises with fixed-term labour contracts was lower (39%) than at enterprises not using such contracts. On the contrary, it was higher at enterprises with agency work contracts (45%). At the same time the probability of using fixed-term labour contracts decreases with an increasing share of women in the labour force. This phenomenon differentiates the Russian labour market from other countries and can be explained by several reasons.

First of all enterprises with fixed-term labour contracts active mostly in “male” sectors (construction, extraction sectors), and consequently, they employ more men than women. The average percentage value of women in extraction sectors was equal to 28%, in construction industry 26%.

Secondly, fixed-term labour contracts have a close connection with lower working place quality, in particular employment instability. They are more often used for working places with a higher probability of staff reduction characterizing their low quality. This type of working places is characteristic for old economic sectors (industry, construction, extraction sectors). It is generally known, that in Russian labour market women are more often recruited for working places with a high degree of protection (education, health care service, etc.) which decreases the probability of their employment in sectors with the high number of fixed-term labour contracts.

Thirdly, women’s salary is as a rule lower than that of men\(^9\). Thereupon, the dismissal of women working under conditions of standard labour contracts would be accompanied with lower costs for an

---

8 In Germany this has become known as “Konzernleihe” (labour lease within an enterprise conglomerate). See Kohaut, Lehmer et al, 2009

9 An estimate of the gender wage gap, controlled for sectoral, regional, skill and education factors is provided by Smirnych – Wörgötter, 2001 and amounts to about 25%
enterprise (with other costs being equal) than dismissal of a man. To decrease dismissal costs enterprises usually replace highly-paid employees, who were mostly represented by men, by fixed-term labour contracts.

Considering the fact that women are usually busy with their own household, the increase of their share in the total number of employees should increase the probability of fixed-term labour contracts utilization by enterprises. However, it did not take place in Russia due to the fact that enterprises with fixed-term labour contracts were concentrated in sectors of economy with a low number of female employees. Thus, fixed-term labour contracts function as a substitution for high costs of male employees.

The number of women at enterprises using agency work contracts was higher (45%) than it was at enterprises which did not use them (40%). It was mostly notable for trade companies, where the share of women in the total number of employees was maximum high (51%). At the same time, the salary level at these enterprises increases with the share of the female labour force. In 2010 the average monthly salary at enterprises where the number of female employees was above 50% of the total number of employees, was higher (RUB 21,000) than at enterprises where the share of woman was lower than 50% (RUB 18,000).

Trade belongs to the sectors of economy where the volume of agency work contracts is high comparing it with other sectors. Moreover, the average monthly salary level there is one of the highest. Thus, a higher share of women at enterprises with a high salary level increases the probability of the substitution of their working places by agency work contracts. It confirms once again the conclusion that non-standard labour contracts, and in this case agency work contracts, are used by enterprises with a relatively high salary level for decreasing their costs and in particular their dismissal costs.

One more difference of these two types of non-standard labour contracts was influenced by the development of market infrastructure and in particular by the development of employment service suppliers at the labour market (search of employees, their selection, training, and manpower records management, etc.). An insufficient development of such market services, including labour market service, observed in the outlying regions far from the centre and in small cities (with the population of less than 1 million people) negatively affected the utilization of agency work contracts by enterprises. Agency work contracts are more often used by enterprises in big cities while fixed-term labour contracts are more typical for enterprises located in cities with the population of less than 1 million.

As it was already noted Russian enterprises want to expand the use of agency work contracts, decreasing at same time the utilization of fixed-term labour contracts. Following these assumptions the most intensive increase of agency work contracts is forecasted in industry and construction at middle-scale enterprises (100-250 people) of private ownership.

**Non-standard labour contracts and Worker Flows**

Non-standard labour contracts can play a positive role in economy if they increase the employment level. In other words, their utilization by enterprises can promote general job growth in the economy.

However, the increased recruiting of employees at some enterprises can be accompanied with a high level of dismissals. In this case, job growth is possible not to occur. If levels of recruiting and dismissals are equal job growth will not take place, employees’ mobility will increase but the stability of employment relationship will decrease on the enterprise level.
The gross manpower turnover\textsuperscript{10} and net changes of employment\textsuperscript{11} serve as factors used for stability (mobility) appraisal and for the employment level change at enterprises. These indicators are calculated by the determination of shares for recruited and dismissed employees on the average staff number within the specific period of time. The comparison of recruiting and dismissal shares and also the gross manpower turnover and employment net changes for several groups of enterprises provides the possibility to appraise the dependence of employment increase (decrease) on the utilization of non-standard labour contracts.

Research results demonstrate that enterprises with non-standard labour contracts recruited more employees than those which did not use this type of contracts. Thus, the recruiting value in the average number of employees at enterprises with fixed-term labour contracts was equal to 8\% in 2009 increasing up to 19\% in 2010, whereas it remained on the level of 13\% in 2009-10 at enterprises with standard labour contracts. The number of recruiting employees was even higher at enterprises using agency work contracts. It was equal to 21\% of the average number of employees in 2009 and increased up to 23\% in 2010. Thus, enterprises using agency work contracts increased employment by about one fifth during the crisis and periods immediately afterwards. It was almost twice as much than the recruiting value of enterprises with standard labour contracts and 3-5 percentage points higher than at enterprises with fixed-term labour contracts.

However, not only the recruiting level was higher at enterprises with non-standard labour contracts but the dismissal level was higher as well. In 2009 the maximum level of dismissals (20\%) was observed at enterprises with fixed-term labour contracts. They were followed by enterprises with agency work contracts (17\%). The dismissal level (13\%) at enterprises with standard labour contracts was relatively lower during the crisis period.

Most of enterprises decreased the number of dismissals in 2010. Enterprises with fixed-term labour contracts decreased the dismissal share to 18\% and enterprises with standard labour contracts decreased it to 11\% of the average number of employees.

Against the general background of dismissal decrease only enterprises with agency work contracts were the exception in this process. In 2010 they increased the dismissal share (20\%) comparing it with the previous period. It took place rather not because of the further decline of their economic status but due to the increase of recently recruited employees share including the outsourcing of employees.

Thus with high levels of employees’ recruiting and dismissal activities a decrease of the stability of employment relationship took place at enterprises with non-standard labour contracts. As recruiting and dismissal values were maximum high at these enterprises, they covered a higher number of employees comparing it with other enterprises. Thus, a large quantity of employees had unstable employment at enterprises with non-standard labour contracts both within the crisis (2009) and afterwards (2010).

\textbf{Table 4. Worker Flows and Employment Dynamic at enterprises with different types of labour contracts}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types of contracts, years</th>
<th>Gross turnover</th>
<th>Net changes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>2010</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

10. The gross manpower turnover is equal to the sum of recruiting and dismissal shares in the average number of employees.

11. The value of employment net changes is calculated as the difference between recruiting and dismissal shares in the average number of employees at enterprises.
This observation can be confirmed by the gross turnover factors (Table 4) as well. Enterprises with non-standard labour contracts had a higher factor of (0.36-0.37), than it was at enterprises not using such labour contracts (0.24-0.26). Moreover, if in 2009 the highest value of manpower turnover (higher than the average level) was found at enterprises with fixed-term labour contracts (0.38), in 2010 its maximum level (0.44) was observed at enterprises using agency work contracts. In other words the employment was most unstable at enterprises with fixed-term labour contracts in 2009 with agency work contracts in 2010.

The employment instability simultaneously means higher mobility of employees. Judging by the factor of employment net changes the number of recruited and dismissed employees was actually equal at enterprises (Table 4). As a result, the difference between recruiting and dismissal values was insignificant and employment net changes at enterprises were small. On the one hand, it provides an evidence of the fact that within the period of 2009-10 the model of “idle speed” with a recruiting share being actually equal to a dismissal share continued to operate on the Russian labour market. Thus, no significant employment increase occurred.

In 2009 employment decreased at most Russian enterprises, i.e. the dismissal level, though insignificantly, exceeded the recruiting level. Only enterprises using agency-work contracts were an exception.

The employment increase began to show at all enterprises in 2010 when the economic situation improved. Moreover, the employment increase at enterprises with agency work labour contracts was twice as high in comparison with other enterprises.

Thus, non-standard labour contracts did not promote an employment increase at Russian enterprises but they kept the employment on a fixed level due to the increase of employment flexibility for some categories of employees. The increased flexibility on the labour market resulted in the suppression of unemployment growth, which in general can be considered as a positive contribution of non-standard labour contracts to economy.

**Conclusion**

The number of enterprises using non-standard labour contracts and the number of employees involved into non-standard labour relationship increased on the Russian labour market in 2009-10. Non-standard labour contracts are concentrated in particular types of enterprises. Moreover, various forms of non-standard labour contracts are rather complements than substitutes. The probability of agency-work contracts increases in enterprises that use fixed-term labour contracts.

In general, agency-work contracts were used by a small number of enterprises but had a very high rate of growth. Moreover, many more enterprises plan to use non-standard employment contracts.
Fixed-term labour contracts were more popular than agency-work contracts though the share of enterprises and the number of employees with fixed-term labour contracts had a low rate of growth. Enterprises plan to reduce number of fixed-term contracts.

The staff composition at enterprises with non-standard labour contracts is different from enterprises not using this type of contracts. Enterprises used non-standard labour contracts to obtain flexibility. In this case, they formed “a buffer” with staff composition differing depending on the type of labour contract used.

A “buffer” at enterprises with fixed-term labour contracts was formed mostly by male, low qualification employees and by pre-retirement and retirement age employees. The “buffer” at enterprises with agency-work contracts comprised mostly young women, who occupied low positions and possessed a low qualification level. Moreover, the age structure of female employees at enterprises with fixed-term labour contracts differs from enterprises with agency-work contracts. Enterprises with fixed-term labour contracts employed more women of retirement age and those with agency-work contracts recruited more young women under 30.

Manufacturing industries use both fixed term and agency work contracts. In addition, fixed term work is more widespread in construction and extractive industries, while agency work is more used in retail trade, transport and communications.

Companies with non-standard labour contracts are more often medium sized to large, old and in public ownership. In companies with restructuring needs fixed term contracts are more likely. Companies using agency work are profitable and export to CIS markets. Fixed term employment is less likely in companies with a higher technological level, while agency work is more widespread in companies with more specialized skill requirements. Companies with a high share of female employees use less fixed term work.

The results of analysis showed that in 2009-10 Russian model (when hiring and layoffs are equal) of “idle speed” continued to function in Russian market. Moreover, it functioned regardless of contract relationship with employees at enterprises.

Expectations, that non-standard labour contracts will significantly affect the increase of the employment level, were not confirmed. The employment level at Russian enterprises did not undergo significant changes; and its insignificant increase in 2010 did not depend on contractual relationship with employees used by enterprises.

The recruiting level of employees corresponded to their dismissal level at enterprises. Thus, no significant job growth was observed. It can be explained by low rates of new job creation everywhere regardless of contractual relationship with employees. It decreased employment-dismissal costs for enterprises with standard labour contracts by creating for them conditions similar to those of enterprises with non-standard labour contracts.

At the same time, non-standard labour contracts had a “supporting” effect on the employment level. Enterprises with non-standard labour contracts recruited more employees though also dismissing more of them. As a result, enterprises with non-standard labour contracts differed from others by two features with all other features being similar. First of all, they were in general characterized by the high level of employees’ mobility, by the low level of employment relationship stability and also by a more unstable employment relationship. Secondly, the segmentation of their internal labour markets was larger in scale than at enterprises with standard labour contracts. Thus, enterprises with non-standard labour contracts “supported” the general level of employment on a relatively permanent level
by decreasing the employment stability for a larger number of employees comparing it with enterprises using standard labour contracts and by the increase of a secondary segment of working places in domestic labour markets.

The increase of segmentation and the expansion of an unstable employment segment in internal markets of enterprises with non-standard labour contracts provide evidence of two important processes going on in Russian labour market. On the one hand, the secondary segment growth justifies the fact that Russian enterprises use it as complementary facility to increase the flexibility which helps them to adjust to varying demand conditions. On the other hand, the increase of unstable employment segment at Russian enterprises using non-standard labour contracts demonstrates the transformation of standard labour contracts for an increasing number of employees. It indicates the necessity to improve the Russian labour legislation, which is still mostly oriented to standard labour relations considering working conditions of employees and the employment character of the given “unstable” segment.
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Figure 1: Development of agency work and fixed-term contracts in Germany in 1996-2010

Abbildung 1

Entwicklung von Leiharbeit und Befristungen 1996 bis 2010

Anteile an allen sozialversicherungspflichtigen Beschäftigungsverhältnissen in Prozent
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